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Sodium heptasilicate: A high-pressure silicate with six-membered rings of tetrahedra
interconnected by SiO6 octahedra: (Na8Si[Si6O18])
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ABSTRACT

Crystals of sodium heptasilicate (Na8Si7O18) have been grown at 9 GPa, 1000 8C using
the MA6/8 superpress at Edmonton. The X-ray structure was determined at room pressure
(R 5 5.8%). Sodium heptasilicate is trigonal with a 5 7.180(1) Å, a 5 87.26(1)8, space
group Rbu671, Z 5 1, and Dx 5 3.009 g/cm3. The structure contains isolated six-membered
UDUDUD rings of SiO4 tetrahedra interconnected by SiO6 octahedra with [6]Si:[4]Si 5 1:6,
giving a structural formula of Na8Si[Si6O18]. The mixed [4]Si,[6]Si framework is undersatu-
rated because only one of the non-bridging O atoms in the SiO4 tetrahedron is shared with
the SiO6 octahedron. Six Na cations per formula unit (pfu) are in eightfold coordination
with O, and two are in a distorted and compressed octahedral coordination. Sodium hep-
tasilicate belongs to the homologous series Na2kNa2(m2k)Sim2k[Sin2m1kO2n1m], with k , m ,
n and (n 2 m 1 k) $ (3/2)(m 2 k). The X-ray structure is consistent with microprobe
analysis data and revises the earlier characterization of this phase as z-Na2Si2O5. The so-
dium heptasilicate structure does not fully relax with decompression and undergoes incip-
ient displacive transformation (R3m → R3) with minor positional disorder of Na cations.

INTRODUCTION

Phases in the Na2O-SiO2 system at high pressure yield
insights into the high-pressure crystal chemistry of sili-
cates. They also provide model structures and analogue
materials for interpreting absorption spectra of high-pres-
sure silicate glasses and melts (Kanzaki et al. 1989, 1998;
Xue et al. 1991, 1994; Xue and Stebbins 1993; Fleet and
Henderson 1995a, 1995b, 1997; Fleet 1996).

The phase relations have been investigated up to 14
GPa and the crystalline products characterized by powder
X-ray diffraction, 29Si magic-angle-spinning nuclear mag-
netic resonance (MAS NMR) and vibrational spectros-
copy, and X-ray structures (Kanzaki et al. 1989, 1998;
Fleet and Henderson 1995a, 1995b, 1997; Fleet 1996; P.F.
McMillan, M. Kanzaki, and X. Xue, personal communi-
cation). At the bulk composition Na2O·2SiO2, epsilon so-
dium disilicate (e-Na2Si2O5) is the solidus phase at about
4 GPa, and sodium tetrasilicate (Na2Si4O9) and melt occur
with it between about 7 and 8 GPa. The high-pressure
assemblages are complex mixtures of a phase reported to
be a second high-pressure sodium disilicate polymorph
(z-Na2Si2O5), sodium trisilicate (Na2Si3O7) and melt. At
the bulk composition Na2O·4SiO2, epsilon sodium disili-
cate coexists with coesite to about 5 GPa, the low-pres-
sure limit of sodium tetrasilicate stability, and sodium
trisilicate and stishovite (SiO2) are stable above 9 GPa.

The orthorhombic (Pbc21, Z 5 4) structure of epsilon
sodium disilicate (e-Na2[Si2O5]) is based on a disilicate
[Si2O5] sheet in the (100) plane with alternating six-mem-
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bered rings of UUUUDD and DDDDUU (where U is
upward-pointing and D is downward-pointing) SiO4 tet-
rahedra (Fleet and Henderson 1995a). The disilicate
sheets are linked by Na cations and have a gentle undu-
lation in c-axis projection. The structure resembles those
of a- and b-Na2Si2O5 (Pant and Cruickshank 1968; Liebau
1961; Pant 1968), but differs significantly from these
room-pressure structures in its relatively small Si-Obr-Si
(Obr is bridging oxygen) bond angles. Sodium trisilicate,
Na2Si[Si2O7] is monoclinic, (C2/c, Z 5 4) and has a novel
high-pressure structure with Si in both tetrahedral and
octahedral coordination with O in the ratio [6]Si:[4]Si 5 1:
2 (Fleet and Henderson 1995b). The SiO4 tetrahedra form
a diorthosilicate [Si2O7] group and are linked by isolated
SiO6 octahedra by means of shared corners into a frame-
work of six- and four-membered rings of silicate poly-
hedra. The structure of sodium tetrasilicate,
Na6Si3[Si9O27], is monoclinic (P21/n, Z 5 4) with Si also
in both tetrahedral and octahedral coordination, but in the
ratio [6]Si:[4]Si 5 1:3 (Fleet 1996). The structure is com-
plex and large, having three independent SiO6 octahedra
and nine independent SiO4 tetrahedra. The tetrahedral sil-
icate unit is a nine-membered ring of SiO4 tetrahedra that
is collapsed around and interconnected by isolated SiO6

octahedra, forming a large tricluster. Layers of nine-mem-
bered rings are arranged in ABABAB. . .. stacking se-
quence and alternate with layers of SiO6 octahedra and
NaOn polyhedra along [010], as in the wadeite-type (e.g.,
K2Si4O9, Swanson and Prewitt 1984) and A2Ge4O9-type
(Choisnet et al. 1973) structures.

Santarsiero et al. (1991) reported that the zeta sodium


